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Arizona's natural beauty and outdoor possibilities are known worldwide. Benchmark's Arizona Road

and Recreation Atlas makes it easy to discover the best the state offers. Detailed maps have

thousands of miles of backcountry roads and include trailheads, campgrounds, and hundreds of

points of interest. Public Lands maps show hunting units and the Recreation Guide has the latest

information on campgrounds, RV parks, golf, and boating.Map Scale = 1:285,000 &

1:1,000,000Sheet Size = 11" x 16"
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-Highways of the Western U.S. and Arizona (I8, I10, I40, I17, I19, I15) -Detailed Grand Canyon Map

-Recreation and Public Lands Detail with game management and unit boundaries -Highly Detailed

Landscape Maps -Index of counties, cities, parks, mountains, lakes & rivers, ghost towns, and

locales. -Phoenix Map and Tucson Map (metro area enlargements) -GPS Grid

Founded in 1915 as the Cartographic Group, the first division of National Geographic, National

Geographic Maps has been responsible for illustrating the world around us through the art and

science of mapmaking.Today, National Geographic Maps continues this mission by creating the

world's best wall maps, recreation maps, atlases, and globes which inspire people to care about and

explore their world.



Bought it to have just in case I get lost in a dirt road out here in AZ, BUT I'll need a magnifying glass

lol.The Buckhorn Wash Rd. is not even in here either, just North of Lake Pleasant ... I wonder what

other dirt roads are missing.I recommend buying some trail guides, this is just a backup.

Nice selection of maps that range from large to small areas. Contains information that most drivers

would find useful. That breakdown of different land management areas gets me confused but I do

not use that feature much. I have almost all the available Benchmark atlases because I find them

useful when we are out in the rv and want to do some exploring or find a campground.

I have purchased both the Washington and Oregon Benchmark Road & Recreation Atlas, and now

the Arizona Map/Atlas. These are indispensable if you are going to new places that are off an

Interstate Highway. The level of detail is perfect for any outdoors person. Shown are virtually every

public campground, forest road, river, stream, and boat launch, and even towns with populations of

50 and less. The editors thought the atlas through so that ANYONE can use it immediately upon

receipt. I will never go back to folding maps. An excellent atlas!

just like the other reviews, not much more detail for large portions of the state than you get in a

basic, free, state-issued road map. bought for out-of-the-way places, which were not on the map.

If you are into off-road driving but maybe not a dare-devil, these guides are the best. I purchased a

Utah version a few years ago after using 'not-to-scale' off-roading maps. These are far superior

outlining the types of roads (4x4, high clearance, etc.) - A must-have, since you often lose cell

service when you get off the grid!

Good map, but I've noticed that most of the mines, abandoned or active are not listed. Still a well

made and visually impressive map with a lot of detail.

Very cool. Solves a lot of the questions that begin with "...I wonder how far..." or ..How long do you

think it would take to drive to..."Just had it out yesterday. Lots of fun to plan trips with. It will get lots

of use in the years to come.

Best map book out there. This is the second one we have ordered. We lost the first after 5 years
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